sarcnews 3rd Dec 2017

NET CHECK-INS:
Wia National News - n/a
Dawn Patrol – 50 for the week ending 1st December.
Sarc Digi Net – (see full “Digi Modes” report below)
Wicen Net – 9 (Next year)
Wednesday Tech Net - 7 (AirBnB explained)
Thursday 6Mtr Net – 4 (Yaesu ft-991A)
Friday Night Net - 5

For all ‘net’ times & frequencies please check out the sarc website:
www.sarc.org.au/nets-broadcasts/
COMING UP SOON:

VHF/UHF FIELD DAY
VK2QJ Graeme & VK2FAAD Pat
once again up at Vista Point.
{Vista Piont Lookout QF69FU}
RESULTS: QJ 1391 pts
FAAD 718 pts
well done guys…
full results here:
http://www.wia.org.au/members/contests/vhfuhf/

DIGITAL MODES:
On Monday night the regular SARC Digi Net met on the Lismore repeater at 8pm.
Joining Rob taking the call of VK2SRC were Leith VK2EA, John VK2JWA, Paul VK2PMG, Kris VK2MRN
and Chris VK2ACD. After a couple of rounds of general discussion Leith and John said goodnight and Rob,
Paul, Kris and Chris moved to the Woodburn repeater.
We decided to use MMSSTV and found that Kris did not have the program, so while we exchanged some pics
Kris downloaded and installed it and had it working in a very short time.
All photos were good quality and well received, Paul has about a 1000 pics of NZ so he won't run out of good
photo's in the near future.

Kris sent some interesting historical ones

We exchanged photo's using Scottie1 protocol and Chris sent some using PD120.

JOKES:(from a weekly reader)

An explanation for how to forecast the weather
It was April and the Aboriginals in a remote part of Northern Australia asked their new elder if the coming winter was
going to be cold or mild.
Since he was an elder in a modern community he had never been taught the old secrets. When he looked at the sky he
couldn't tell what the winter was going to be like.
Nevertheless, to be on the safe side, he told his tribe that the winter was indeed going to be cold and that the members of
the tribe should collect firewood to be prepared.
But being a practical leader, after several days he had an idea.
He walked out to the telephone booth on the highway, called the Bureau of Meteorology and asked, 'Is the coming winter
in this area going to be cold?'
The meteorologist responded, 'It looks like this winter is going to be quite cold.'
So the elder went back to his people and told them to collect even more wood in order to be prepared.
A week later he called the Bureau of Meteorology again. 'Does it still look like it is going to be a very cold winter?'
The meteorologist again replied, 'Yes, it's going to be a very cold winter.'
The elder again went back to his community and ordered them to collect every scrap of firewood they could find.
Two weeks later the elder called the Bureau again. 'Are you absolutely sure that the winter is going to be very cold?' he
asked.
'Absolutely,' the man replied. 'It's looking more and more like it is going to be one of the coldest winters ever.'
'How can you be so sure?' the elder asked.
The weatherman replied, 'Our satellites have reported that the Aboriginals in the north are collecting firewood like crazy,
and that's always a sure sign.

Newsletter Reminder:
MOST IMPORTANT: Reminder to empty your inbox & to change settings to allow emails larger than 1MB…
(as sometimes the NL is >1MB){although rarely}You will miss the newsletter otherwise...
Cheers
Dave {Editor}
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Please reply to sarcnews@gmail.com
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